Software Update

DROID MINI BY MOTOROLA.
Software Version 12.15.10.obakem_verizon.Verizon.en.US

Verizon Wireless is pleased to announce a software update designed to improve the performance of your
DROID MINI by Motorola smartphone.

KEY DEVICE ENHANCEMENTS:
•G
 oogle Drive is now preloaded with 50G promotion
•W
 ireless charging UI has been enhanced for better connectivity
•4
 G LTE performance has been improved to support faster connection
•M
 otorola Assist has been improved for better stability
•G
 oogle Voice now returns cards with audible feedback when location setting
is enabled
•V
 iewdini has been removed as a preloaded application
•T
 he latest version of NFL™ Mobile has been added
•D
 evice now charges when connected to Mophie Juice Pack Powerstation
•B
 ackup Contacts easily through Backup Assistant Plus
•D
 isplay will no longer overlap when scrolling through Application menu
•N
 otifications have been added to promote location setting and Bluetooth
MFB interaction

CAMERA ENHANCEMENTS:
•S
 ky Detection has been improved to lighten dynamic scenes
•H
 igh Dynamic Range (HDR) has been tuned to trigger more frequently
•V
 iewfinder has been improved for more consistent exposure

DROID MINI by Motorola

•A
 utomatic White Balance (AWB) has been improved for overall
color enhancements
•Q
 uick Capture now requires only one twist to launch camera
•F
 lash option, scene lighting, HDR tuning, color and viewfinder exposure consistency
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For step-by-step instructions on how to perform the download, please visit www.vzw.com/droidminiupdate.
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EXCLUSIVE PLAN DISCOUNTS

ACCESSORY IMPROVEMENTS
• J awbone Up accessory syncing has been fixed
•D
 evice charging works with the Mophie Juice Pack power station mini accessory
•E
 cho is no longer heard when on a call with wired Plantronics headset
•T
 hree pole wired headsets and accessories now work with device headset jacks
•D
 evice will no longer get overheated when charging on Incipio wireless charging pad

AUDIO ENHANCEMENTS
•B
 luetooth volumes are now consistent between different applications

GLOBAL ENHANCEMENTS
•M
 anual system selection is now supported for TELUS UMTS Network in Canada
•D
 ata connection is now available when roaming on UMTS/GSM network in Korea

MESSAGING IMPROVEMENTS
•F
 orce close issues and stability have been improved for the messaging client
•S
 MS notifications issues have been corrected
•T
 he correct message count will now be displayed

BLUETOOTH ENHANCEMENTS
•M
 ute button now works properly when Bluetooth headset is connected
•N
 avigation audio volume is now louder when using Bluetooth(R)

NFC IMPROVEMENTS
•S
 upport has been improved for ISIS Wallet
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